WHAT ARE OUR MAIN PREOCCUPATIONS?

WHICH MAIN REFLECTIONS AND CHALLENGES ARISED?
TO RESPECT EUROPEAN HEALTH DIGITAL FRAMEWORK....like EHR/IMF/DMF....

TO IMPROVE BETTER COOPERATION AND COORDINATION BETWEEN HPs
PREVIOUSLY, TO DELIMIT FINALITIES AND USES

- IMR FOR WHO ? WHAT ? HOW ?

- TO CONVINCE and INVITE HEALTH PRACTITIONNERS TO IMPLY THEMSELVES IN THESE PROCESSES INCLUDING HEALTH CHAIN VALUE
A LONG WAY HAS TO BE PERFORMED

NECESSITY TO INSURE AND IMPLEMENT A STRUCTURED TEAM AND PLAN PROJECT

TO WRITE A PARTICIPATIVE DATA PROCESSING SCHEDULE
Other Points

- Existing structures analysis and skills
- Existing medical and care project
- Data to be collected and structured and assessment
- Internal and external communication
- Precautions / access rights / continuity of activities / IdentitoV / CyberS...
- Training programs...
- New governance systems
- ........
To which should be integrated... in processes

- All data issued from...
- E-health apps, TLM, Artificial Intelligency, algorithmes, expert systems, machine learning...
- And.....ineluctable ethical aspects
Conclusion

IN PERSPECTIVE, CULTURE OF DATA IS AND SHOULD BE THE MAJOR CHALLENGE TO BE DEVELOPED IN OUR HOSPITAL INSTITUTIONS
Fiability

Timely access
- Sharing out

Complete
- Tracability

Secured
- Interop/access/storage

IMR / DMF
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION
EU ÉGARD À LA PÉNURIE
DE MÉDECINS, NOUS AVONS
OPTÉ POUR LA TÉLÉ-IMAGERIE
ET LES TÉLÉ-RADIOLOGUES...

C'EST UNE IDÉE À CREUSER !!
COMME UN PORTABLE, IL N'Y A PAS DE TEMPS DE TéléCHARGEMENT ET ÇA MARCHE SANS PRISE DE COURANT

UN LIVRE!

ET VOUS APPELEZ ÇA COMMENT?